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Incredible Hulk reveals shortcomings while Suarez wastes his 
opportunities 
Zenit St Petersburg 2 Liverpool 0 
 Of all the potential problems that Liverpool anticipated upon their arrival in 
Russia, the only ones that transpired were those they caused themselves. This 
was not a night when football was blighted by racism, as some had predicted it 
would be - merely one when Liverpool were once again undone by their own 
shortcomings. 
This time it was the turn of Zenit St Petersburg to be the beneficiaries, just as 
West Bromwich Albion had been three days earlier; the Russian champions 
secured a two-goal lead to take into next week's second leg at 
Anfield. Liverpool will rue the chances that they wasted and the ones they served 
up to their opponents as a familiar story of attacking profligacy and defensive 
fragility unfolded in Russia's second city. 
This latest setback means Liverpool's hopes for the season are on the brink of 
being extinguished in mid-February. 
Only a remarkable and wholly unexpected upsurge in form would revive their 
chances of achieving a topfour finish in the Premier League and the two 
unanswered goals from Hulk and Sergei Semak have ensured that they are also 
teetering on the edge of elimination from the Europa League. 
Brendan Rodgers held a team meeting before the game where he 
told Liverpool's black players that they should inform the referee if they were 
subjected to any racist abuse. Mercifully, there was no cause for such action to be 
taken as a vociferous but well-behaved home crowd refused to offer any 
ammunition to those who had billed them as Europe's most racist fans. 
Although Rodgers took precautions, he had also insisted that he would not allow 
his team selection to be dictated by fears of racism. Glen Johnson and Raheem 
Sterling started the game and neither had to put up with anything other than a 
sporting challenge, providing, if not a cause for celebration, then certainly a 
reason for relief. 
Not that there was any respite for the Liverpool manager, who saw his side 
concede twice for the twentieth time in an increasingly testing season. A 
campaign that began with positive visions of a new era is crumbling under the 
weight of repeated failings that continue to undermine Liverpool at almost every 
turn. If there has been progress, then it has been largely in the eyes of the 
beholder, with results yet to show any significant sign of improvement. 
If anything, the indications are that Liverpool's regression as a club is continuing, a 
feeling that grew last night only four years after they celebrated victory over Real 
Madrid at the Bernabeu in the Champions League. Their decline has been as rapid 
as it has been humbling and the challenge for Rodgers now is to prevent it from 
becoming even more pronounced. 
Circled by the frozen River Neva and surrounded by hundreds of heavily armed 
police officers, the Petrovsky Stadium was never going to provide anything other 
than a hostile settling for Liverpool, but they could have made their first visit 
there a memorable one had they not been so wasteful. Chances were traded with 
remarkable regularity during an entertaining first half, with Pepe Reina saving well 
from Aleksandr Kerzhakov and Hulk before Axel Witsel finally beat the Spanish 
goalkeeper only to see his shot strike an upright. If anything, Liverpool, and Luis 
Suarez in particular, were even more wasteful and squandered a series of 
opportunities. 
Suarez missed three chances in the first half alone, as he dragged a shot past the 
far post after dancing around Neto, then took a heavy touch when attempting to 
round Vyacheslav Malafeev, the Zenit goalkeeper, and finally flicked a backheel 
wide to complete the set. When the Uruguayan missed the target with a curling 
effort from the edge of the penalty area and Malafeev thwarted Johnson's surge 
forward, so the likelihood increased of Liverpool being hit by a sucker punch. 
As it was, they were hit not by one but by two. Hulk had admitted in the build-up 
to the tie that his move to Zenit from Porto had been motivated by finance not 
football, but he provided a reminder of his quality with a stunning strike from 25 
yards to give Luciano Spalletti's side an advantage that they perhaps did not 
deserve. 
Liverpool's habit of losing games that they should win, even games that they 
deserve to win, undermined them once again and Semak, the substitute, 
appeared unchallenged at the back post to finish off Aleksandr Anyukov's 
searching cross from the right. Once again, they had been complicit in their own 
downfall. 
Zenit St Petersburg (4-3-3): V Malafeev - A Anyukov, Neto, N Lombaerts, T 
Hubocan - A Witsel, I Denisov, R Shirokov - Hulk, A Kerzhakov (sub: V Fayzulin, 
83min), Danny (sub: S Semak, 54). Substitutes not used: Y Zhevnov, M Rodic, A 
Lukovic, L Djordjevic, A Evseev. Booked: Hubocan, Neto. Liverpool (4-2-3-1): J M 
Reina - G Johnson, J Carragher, M Skrtel, J Enrique - J Allen, S Gerrard - S Downing, 
J Henderson, R Sterling (sub: Lucas Leiva, 78) - L Suarez. Substitues not used: B 
Jones, S Coates, F Borini, J Shelvey, Suso, A Wisdom. Booked: Skrtel. Referee: C 
Carballo (Spain). 
 

 
Suarez the chief culprit as familiar story leaves Reds with uphill task 
Zenit St Pet'burg 2 
Hulk 70, Semak 72 
Liverpool 0 
Relief for Liverpool came only from the terraces at Zenit St Petersburg. Fears of 
racist abuse from sections of the home support proved unfounded but the 
reputation of the Russian champions did not as they left Brendan Rodgers' team 
with a major task to preserve their final hope of silverware this season. On 
current form or, specifically, current finishing, one would not bet on another 
Anfield recovery in the second leg. 
Luis Suarez, right, was the chief culprit as he wasted enough chances not only to 
have given Liverpool a valuable away goal but a statement victory. With Daniel 
Sturridge ineligible, it was a similar story, and identical scoreline, to Monday's 
Premier league game against West Bromwich Albion. Again Rodgers was left to 
applaud a performance that ended in defeat. Growing pains, he calls them. 
Painful indeed. 
Zenit are in the midst of a winter break but there were no obvious signs as they 
finished the stronger and, in the rampaging Hulk, had the quality and ruthlessness 
that Liverpool lacked. They were roared on by an impassioned crowd that, despite 
the pre-match focus on the racist element, jeered only Steven Gerrard once. 
The Petrovsky Stadium proved more intimidating outside than in. Armed soldiers, 
military vehicles and 2,500 police lined the approach to the stadium, the 
surrounding river was frozen and the pitch began cutting up during the warm-
up. Liverpool had been asked not to train here on Wednesday night amid concern 
for a playing surface that has been under cover for several weeks. They took a 
while to adjust to Luciano Spalletti's tactics. 
Hulk, the buccaneering Brazil international, was prominent as Zenit cut through 
the centre of Liverpool'smidfield too easily. Improvement in that department was 
key to the visitors' overall recovery. Glen Johnson blocked a shot from the left-
back, Tomas Hubocan, in the opening minute and Jose Reina made a goalline save 
to prevent Aleksandr Kerzhakov scoring seconds later. The Liverpool defence 
received scant protection and Reina was forced into a superb save to his left 
following an incisive run from Hulk. 
Rodgers' team almost scored with their first attack too, as Suarez latched on to 
Johnson's pass, beat his marker inside the area and then got past the goalkeeper 
Vyacheslav Malafeev with a low shot to the far post, only to see the ball bobble 
inches wide. That may have been unfortunate but Suarez had two further, clearer 
opportunities to deliver a valuable away goal before the interval and finished 
unconvincingly on both occasions. The Uruguay international was presented with 
a one-on-one with Malafeev thanks to a blind pass across the Zenit defence by 
Nicolas Lombaerts. Suarez elected to go round the keeper rather than shoot but 
his touch was heavy and gave Lombaerts enough time to redeem himself. 
Five minutes before the break the striker wasted a glorious opening after Joe 
Allen's cross deflected off Lombaerts and was collected by Raheem Sterling at the 
back post. Sterling squared to the unmarked Suarez four yards out but, when a 
simple finish was required, he sent a back-flick wide. 
Zenit thought Hulk had provided the breakthrough when Reina parried his first-
time shot on to a post. The ball dropped on to the line, rolled along it and out. 
"No goal?" said Spalletti to the fourth official. No goal was indeed correct. 
There was no disputing Hulk's next shot on target. With 20 minutes remaining, 
and Liverpool comfortable, Jordan Henderson was dispossessed in central 
midfield. The ball broke for Zenit's pounds 50m signing from Porto, who cut on to 
his left foot and unleashed a stunning, swerving shot from 25 yards into the top 
corner. The Petrovsky erupted, Hulk sank to his knees in celebration and two 
minutes later Liverpool were in despair after an avoidable second goal. 
Aleksandr Anyukov's low cross from the right rolled through to the unmarked 
Sergei Semak. The Zenit substitute, left alone by Johnson, converted with ease at 
the back post. 
It was all the more galling that Zenit struck when Liverpool appeared to have 
control of the game. Malafeev had denied Johnson at the start of the second half 
and Suarez curled a decent opening wide before the Russian champions scored. 
Suarez also tested Malafeev from a late free-kick but, in keeping with the striker's 
night in St Petersburg, there was no way through as Zenit scrambled clear. 
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Reds on brink as suarez blows chances 
OF ALL the words Brendan Rodgers spoke during a sensitive press conference 
here on Wednesday, none struck a chord more than his pay- off. 
'We take great pride in being a winning football club,' said the Liverpool manager, 
when asked about the club's traditions after dealing with questions about the 
spectre of racism and the concerns he had about coming to Russia. 
Not any longer. Liverpool used to carry an air of invincibility in Europe but last 
night in St Petersburg, the fallibilities of this squad emerged again to consign 
them to a 2-0 defeat that leaves their hopes of Europa League glory looking 
improbable. 
The Liverpool of old would, in all likelihood, have emerged from the first leg of 
this last-32 tie holding a handsome advantage. This Liverpool should have done 
after creating six glorious chances, four of which were carelessly spurned by Luis 
Suarez. 
At the very least Liverpool should have secured a draw but a lack of mental steel, 
the absence of a killer instinct and poor defending enabled Hulk and Sergei Semak 
to plunder the goals that have pushed Liverpoolto the brink of elimination. 
Rodgers, typically, was optimistic that Liverpool can progress at a baying Anfield, 
but will they be able to score three unanswered goals? Statistics suggest 
not: Liverpool have conceded two or more in 20 of their 41 games this season. It 
is a figure to alarm. 
So while there may have been relief that the game passed without the slightest 
hint of racism from Zenit's notorious supporters -- 2,500 local police kept the 
home crowd in check -- the trip still ended up being unsatisfying. 
'We are very disappointed,' said Rodgers. 'I thought it was a nearperfect away 
performance. We had chances to score and should have been in front. We looked 
defensively solid so to concede those goals, especially the second one, was very 
disappointing.' It was a night to chill the bones. 
Zenit's stadium is on the banks of the River Neva and the huge expanse of water 
splitting St Petersburg was frozen over; temperatures plummeted to -5[degrees]C 
during the game. 
Suarez had his hands inside his long-sleeved shirt, and blew on them furiously in 
an attempt to warm up. He, though, was not the only member of Liverpool's team 
to be caught cold as Zenit almost scored from the opening attack. 
That they did not was down to a superb save from Pepe Reina, who denied 
Aleksandr Kerzhakov by plunging to his right. The Spaniard followed it with an 
impressive parry from Hulk in the fifth minute, after the Brazilian had powered 
through two flimsy challenges. 
In between was a gilt-edged opportunity which Suarez missed to set the tone for 
his night. He had been picked out beautifully by Glen Johnson but, after twisting 
Luis Neto inside out, the Uruguayan dragged his shot wide of Vyacheslav 
Malafeev's far post. 
The tempo was excellent. 
Suarez should have put Liverpool ahead on 15 minutes yet, after intercepting a 
Nicolas Lombaerts pass, he dithered when running through on goal and allowed 
the Belgian to recover. How the score remained goalless at the break was a 
mystery. Zenit stayed on the front foot, asking questions of Liverpool at every 
opportunity. 
Central to the pressure was Hulk, the [euro]60million striker who has experienced 
the malevolence of Zenit's ultras more than anyone. 
A fake bomb was found at Zenit's training ground with a picture of him on and the 
words 'Hulk Out', but there was no hostility towards him during the game. He 
looked the most likely to score and came close on 27 minutes when hitting the 
post. 
Yet from then, Liverpool dominated. 
Only the over-elaboration of Suarez on 40 minutes, when he back-heeled a 
Raheem Sterling cross rather than putting his foot through the ball, prevented 
them taking the lead. 
This was Liverpool's most assured performance in Europe this season. The 
emphasis at Anfield may now be on recruiting youth but there were only three 
starting players under 23, and the experience reflected in their play. 
Encouraged by the first 45 minutes, Liverpool opened the second period in a 
similarly buoyant fashion. Rodgers thought his side had taken the lead when Glen 
Johnson motored forward on 48 minutes but his shot was diverted wide, as the 
manager stood with his arms aloft. 
Then, on the hour, Stewart Downing drove forward but after he guided the ball to 
Suarez, Liverpool's No 7 watched in exasperation as his arcing shot curled past the 
post. 
Everything seemed set for the visitors to go on and finish the job but when Martin 
Skrtel backed off in the 70th minute, he allowed Hulk an opening to drill a 25-yard 
drive that swerved past Reina. 
If that was a brilliant strike, what followed within two minutes was anything but. 
Liverpool dithered on the left and Zenit engineered an opening that led to 
substitute Semak sweeping in at the far post. Reina and Jamie Carragher were 
apoplectic, as others could have stopped the danger. Rodgers sported a look of 
disbelief. 
'We are wondering how we lost it,' said Rodgers. Privately, however, he will know 
exactly why. When it mattered, Liverpool were simply not good enough. 
 

 
Liverpool's season teeters on brink as Suarez misfires 
Zenit St Petersburg 2 Hulk 70, Semak 72 
Liverpool 0 Att: 21,000 
Liverpool are developing an unhealthy reputation for becoming one of Europe's 
most attractive losers. 
Zenit St Petersburg discovered, just like West Bromwich Albion on Monday night, 
that a brief surge of momentum is all it takes to expose the soft underbelly of an 
idealistic but defective opponent. 
"Part of our growing pains," was how Liverpool manager Brendan Rodgers saw it. 
The agony for the club's supporters is excruciating on nights like this. 
This was an exceedingly harsh defeat, but all too familiar. With two goals in two 
minutes in the second half, Hulk and Sergei Semak secured the kind of lead that 
only one of those legendary Anfield European nights can overturn. 
"In six to 12 months' time we won't be making those mistakes," said Rodgers. 
"We've put in some terrific performances without the results. We need to be 
more clinical. It's the next goal in this tie that will be important. What gives us 
hope is we created enough to win the game. We ended up losing when we should 
have won the game. It was near perfect." 
Until Hulk blasted into the top corner from 25 yards in the 70th minute Rodgers 
would have been querying how his side were returning from St Petersburg with 
only a satisfactory draw in their baggage. Semak doubled Zenit's lead by 
dispatching Aleksandr Anyukov's cross. 
Had Liverpool taken their opportunities, they would be five away goals in credit, 
but just as with those recent performances at the Emirates and the Etihad, 
looking good means nothing when you cannot find a way to win. They too often 
combine carelessness in attack with a yielding defence. Rodgers's frustration was 
accentuated by the fact the culprit in the final third was Luis Suarez. 
Criticising Suarez's finishing skills this season is like battering Superman for failing 
to arrive at the scene of every collapsing bridge. Without the 
Uruguayan, Liverpool could quite easily be struggling near the foot of the Premier 
League, and any hope of an Anfield revival in the near future rests on him ignoring 
the queue of European clubs awaiting his signature. But he will feel he owes his 
side after missing a sequence of chances. 
His first opportunity came in the second minute, created by some trademark 
wizardry to exploit space in the box, but his shot drifted an inch wide. Zenit's 
defensive frailties were further exposed when Nicolas Lombaerts inexplicably 
passed straight to Suarez for his second rejection of a gift after 16 minutes. This 
time the South American chose to dribble past the keeper, but the bobbly pitch 
intervened and the ball ran harmlessly out of play. 
Suarez's frustration intensified five minutes before the break when Raheem 
Sterling's cross presented him with a tap-in. He tried to backheel it and was again 
off target. The list of missed chances swelled in the second half, when Suarez was 
set up by Stewart Downing on the edge of the box but once more shot wide. 
Shortly after, Glen Johnson ran the length of the pitch only to have his goal-of-
the-season attempt thwarted by keeper Vyacheslav Malafeev. It was another tale 
of 'what ifs' forLiverpool. 
Zenit manager Luciano Spalletti knows what is in store next week, however. "At 
Anfield, the host fans become monsters and the players become beasts," he said. 
There was at least one consolation. The scaremongering prior to the game which 
gave the impressionLiverpool were playing in 1950s Alabama rather than St 
Petersburg proved unfounded. In fact, the growling Russian police looked more 
threatening than any sight of the militant fans' group, Landscrona. 
The only reaction of note to a Liverpool player was reserved for former Zenit 
defender Martin Skrtel, who was offered a generous ovation when his name was 
read out. Given Skrtel's culpability in both Zenit goals, he will no doubt be granted 
as much applause for the second leg. 
Zenit demonstrated their attacking pedigree with a ruthlessness Liverpool crave. 
Pepe Reina, regularly criticised this season, was at his agile best to deny Hulk after 
five minutes, pushing a low drive wide. The Brazilian also scuffed a shot against 
the post and you would not bet against Zenit succeeding whereLiverpool failed 
and claiming the away goal. 
When Rodgers led Liverpool into their Europa League campaign in the comforting 
July warmth, it felt like an inconvenient distraction. The frost left here is not just a 
consequence of sub-zero temperatures in the Petrovsky Stadium. Liverpool are in 
danger of being frozen out of the Europa League by Zenit. 
Still in an unacceptable position in the league, unable to turn enterprising 
performances into a worthy points tally, Rodgers needs European success to 
ensure his debut campaign at Anfield amounts to more than unful-filled promise. 
"There is no way the tie is over," insisted Rodgers. 
If he can't inspire a comeback next week, the club's season probably is. 
Zenit St Petersburg (4-1-2-3) Malafeev; Anyukov, Lombaerts, Luis Neto, Hubocan; 
Shirokov; Denisov, Witsel; Danny (Semak 54), Kerzhakov (Fayzulin 82), Hulk. Subs 
Zhevnov, Rodic, Lukovic, Djordjevic, Evseev. Booked Hubocan. 
Liverpool (4-3-3) Reina; Enrique, Skrtel, Carragher, Johnson; Allen, Gerrard, 
Henderson; Sterling (Lucas 78), Downing, Suarez. Subs Jones, Coates, Borini, Suso, 
Shelvey, Wisdom. 
Booked Skrtel. 
Referee C Velasco Carbello (Spain). 
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Rodgers refuses to accept defeat as wasteful Liverpool pay price again 
A difficult week for Liverpool took another turn for the worse when two quick 
second-half goals gave Zenit St Petersburg a first-leg lead that leaves Brendan 
Rodgers' side in a perilous position in the only competition they have a chance of 
winning this season. 
Liverpool, beaten by two late West Bromwich Albion goals at Anfield on Monday 
night, again conceded twice in quick succession in their Europa League round of 
32 first leg in Russia when the highly-rated Brazilian Hulk and the substitute Sergei 
Semak struck in the 70th and 72nd minute respectively at the Petrovsky Stadium. 
Rodgers, though, insisted that his side are still in with a fighting chance of turning 
around their two-goal deficit. 
Having missed a number of chances - with top scorer Luis Suarez being the main 
culprit - Liverpool went behind to Hulk's brilliant long-range effort before the 
substitute Semak added the second moments later. 
It leaves Liverpool's hopes of progressing to the last 16 of the competition in the 
balance for the return leg at Anfield next week but Rodgers remains optimistic. 
"There is no way the tie is over, not by a long shot. We are more than capable of 
getting the goals back," he said. "I think the next goal is vitally important for us 
and what gives us hope is we created enough to win the game. If we get it early it 
can create the momentum for us." 
The Liverpool manager defended his decision to take off Raheem Sterling late in 
the match and send on defensive midfielder Lucas Leiva instead of pushing for 
what would have been a vital away goal. 
"I was just making sure we stayed in the tie, that was the important thing for us," 
he said. "As much as we wanted to go on there is another game and at 2-0 you 
can retrieve something, at 3-0 it would have cost us. The idea was to try to secure 
the game and keep it where it was at knowing that is retrievable and gives us a 
fighting chance." 
Rodgers was disappointed that, having created so many good chances and 
managing to keep Zenit at bay, they conceded the goals they did. "It is one of 
those games where, after that first five- or 10-minute spell, I thought we looked 
solid and a threat going forward and we could have been leading at half-time," he 
said. 
"Going into the last 20-25 minutes I was thinking we could win the game but we 
gave away two poor goals. The first one is a terrific strike but we are disappointed 
with the build-up and we could have defended it better. 
"We ended up losing the game when we probably should have won the game." 
Rodgers refused to criticise Suarez after the Uruguay international could not find 
the finishing touch. "He could have had a hat-trick by half-time," Rodgers said. 
"It just wasn't his night but he's been brilliant for us all season. The important 
thing is that after his first one-on-one, he kept going and was still in there." 
Although there was an unconfirmed report of one instance of a monkey chant 
being made the match passed off without incident despite fears that Zenit's 
infamous racist element would target the visiting side's black players. 
"I read and heard a lot about Zenit St Petersburg as a club, city and people before 
we got here," said Rodgers. 
"I can only thank the club for how we've been received here. It has been fantastic 
- there were no problems at the game, it was a wonderful atmosphere and we 
want to thank the people of Zenit and Russia." 
Man of the match Hulk. 
Match rating 6/10. 
Possession: Zenit 55%. Liverpool 45%. 
Attempts on target: Zenit 7. Liverpool 2. 
Referee C V Carballo (Sp). 
Attendance 21,000 
 
 

 
THERE MAY BE ROUBLE AHEAD 
WHEN they arrived here in Moscow, Liverpool prepared for the worst in a 
stadium branded 'the bear pit'. 
What they did not expect was that the jeers would come from their own 
disappointed supporters. 
There was trouble all right against Zenit St Petersburg, but none of the racist 
variety we feared would rear its disgusting head. Instead, the vicious barbs for the 
English club were all entirely selfinflicted. 
Liverpool conceded two seriously sloppy goals to leave their Europa League hopes 
hanging by a thread. 
Worse still, they missed five chances before Zenit turned the tie with a 
devastating two-goal burst in two mad minutes deep inside the second half. 
On another night, Luis Suarez alone would have scored four, given his customary 
finishing. 
Brendan Rodgers' men paid dearly for failing to take the opportunities they were 
routinely gifted. 
The Russian side defended woefully, but, in goalscorer Hulk, they possess a 
topclass forward. 
And the most disappointing thing for Rodgers is that the big Brazilian only had to 
play well for five minutes to destroy his side's hopes on a bizarre evening. 
With more than 2,500 riot police circling the Petrovski Stadium - and a crowd 
renowned as the most passionate in Russia - we expected the worst from the 
terraces. But even the famed Zenit atmosphere did not materialise, with the 
home fans as subdued as their team. 
You would have backed Suarez to reach the break with a hat-trick, given the three 
outstanding chances he was offered by a home defence so frail you expected 
their physio to bring on a Zimmer frame. 
Suarez turned new signing Luis Neto inside out only to drift a shot agonisingly 
wide of the far post. 
Then, comically gifted the ball in front of goal by Nicolas Lombaerts, he took the 
ball too wide when rounding the keeper. 
The third chance came when Joe Allen did well down the right and Raheem 
Sterling (inset) found the striker in front of goal, but his audacious backheel 
slipped the wrong side of the post. 
und nt , After the interval, de sition Suarez again shot wide from a fabulous 
position, following Stewart Downing's clever pass, when you would have put your 
mortgage on him finding the net. After Glen Johnson saw a drive deflected just 
wide when he ran from halfway to bulldoze through, you began to 
suspectLiverpool would pay for their charity in front of goal - and so it painfully 
proved. 
go g al ful Zenit can point to real pace, strength and menace up front in the form 
of Hulk and his sidekick Danny, the Portuguese star. 
re rafr of side Portugu The pair took barely 40 seconds to serve notice of their 
threat, when carving out a chance for Alexsandr Kerzhakov, and it took a fine save 
from Pepe Reina to deny him. 
The Spaniard produced an even better stop to turn Hulk's shot around the post, 
but then displayed a sign of his recent nerves when he allowed an Axel Witsel 
shot to squirm through his grasp, only to be saved by the post. 
Reina was not spared in the second half, though, as Liverpool crumbled. 
The first goal was a comedy of errors, exposing the frail mindset that afflicted 
them against West Brom on Monday night. Jordan Henderson dallied too long on 
the ball in midfield and suddenly Zenit were springing forward, with Hulk 
unleashing a ferocious left-foot strike that screamed into the roof of the net, with 
Reina rooted to the spot. 
The Reds seemed shattered after controlling so much of the game and switched 
off completely when right-back Aleksandr Anyukov drifted over a cross which 
missed everyone - including the sleeping Johnson - for sub Sergei Semak to arrive 
late at the far post and score. 
Liverpool are not dead in this tie yet, because this expensively assembled Zenit 
side is handicapped by a defence lacking organisation and confidence. 
But if their season is not to be effectively over before the end of 
February, Liverpool must finish a lot better than this in the return leg. 
ZENIT: Malafeev 6, Anyukov 7, Neto 4, Lombaerts 5, Hubocan 5, Shirokov 6, 
Denisov 6, Witsel 7, Hulk 8, Kerhakov 6 (Faitzulin 82), Danny 6 (Semak 53, 6). 
LIVERPOOL: Reina 6, Johnson 6, Skrtel 6, Carragher 7, Enrique 5, Gerrard 6, Allen 
6, Downing 5, Henderson 5, Sterling 5 (Lucas 78), Suarez 6. REF: Carlos Carballo 
ATT: 21,000 
ZENIT v LIVERPOOL MAN OF THE MATCH HULKScored and lived up his big 
reputation BALL POSSESSION 46% B 54% SHOTS ON TARGET 25 SHOTS OFF 
TARGET 5 SHS 3 CORNERS 4 7 OFFSIDE 5 1 FOULS 10 12 CARDS 12 0 0 
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SO MUCH for catching Zenit St Petersburg cold. 
Instead it was Liverpool who were hit by a couple of sucker punches in Russia to 
leave them facing an uphill battle to retain their interest in the Europa League. 
Fears that their last 32 first leg clash would be blighted by racial chanting proved 
unfounded. The atmosphere was predictably white-hot on the banks of the frozen 
Neva River but this was no gauntlet of hate. In fact the only problems Brendan 
Rodgers’ side encountered were of their own making as they slipped to a painfully 
avoidable defeat. Rodgers had urged Liverpool to take advantage of the fact that 
the Russian champions hadn’t played competitively for two months. 
A rusty Zenit side were there for the taking but infuriatingly the Reds were unable 
to profit due to their wastefulness in the final third coupled with lapses in 
concentration at the other end. 
Luis Suarez could have had a first-half hat-trick but some gilt-edged opportunities 
went begging. Liverpool paid a heavy price for their failure to get something 
tangible for their efforts as Luciano Spalletti’s men finished with a flourish – 
netting twice in the space of three hugely damaging second-half minutes. 
Hulk’s stunning long-range effort broke the deadlock and then substitute Sergei 
Semak swept home the second. The deficit isn’t insurmountable but Liverpool 
must show a ruthless streak which has been sadly lacking too often this season if 
they are to turn it around at Anfield next Thursday night. 
From a position of real promise following the impressive performances against 
Arsenal and Manchester City, the harsh reality is that Rodgers’ side have now 
gone five matches without a win. The manager had vowed to field a strong line up 
in a bid to keep Liverpool’s hopes of silverware alive and the Northern Irishman 
was true to his word. There were just three changes following Monday’s league 
defeat to West Brom as Martin Skrtel, Joe Allen and Raheem Sterling were 
handed starts. Lucas Leiva and Jonjo Shelvey dropped to the bench, while Daniel 
Agger was left on Merseyside. 
It meant skipper Steven Gerrard and top scorer Suarez started an away European 
game together for the first time since the play-off round win over Hearts in 
August. The Zenit fans unveiled a giant banner before kick-off depicting a 19th 
century battle. They were vociferous but it was hardly the bearpit Liverpool had 
been warned to expect. In fact there was a warm reception for Skrtel on his 
return to the club he left five years ago. However, those courtesies didn’t extend 
to the pitch where Zenit flew out of the blocks and pinned the Reds back. 
Twice in the opening five minutes Rodgers’ men were indebted to Pepe Reina for 
keeping them on level terms. The Spanish keeper made a smart stop to parry 
away Russain international Aleksandr Kerzhakov’s strike after the Reds had made 
a hash of dealing with Hulk’s cross. Skrtel then backed off, inviting Hulk to burst 
forward and the £43million Brazilian’s low drive was tipped behind by Reina. 
In between those scares, Suarez left Zenit’s new signing Luis Neto trailing but 
dragged his effort wide. With Liverpool defending so deep, they invited trouble at 
times and on a pitch which cut up badly from the start they struggled to retain 
possession. However, by committing so many players forward, Zenit left gaping 
holes at the back and the Reds should have capitalised in the 16th minute. 
Suarez pounced on Nicolas Lombaerts’ sloppy error and found himself with only 
Vyacheslav Malafeev to beat. The Uruguayan rounded the keeper but with the 
net gaping he over-ran the ball, allowing Lombaerts to get back and hack it to 
safety. Having not started a league game for a month, this was Allen’s opportunity 
to force his way back into Rodgers’ plans. 
But the £15million midfielder struggled to make an impression. Midway through 
the first half Allen was left on his backside as Hulk nonchalantly shrugged him off. 
The Welshman’s blushes were saved by Jamie Carragher, who did brilliantly to 
anticipate the danger and nick the ball away before the striker could pull the 
trigger. Just before the half hour mark Liverpool rode their luck once again. Axel 
Witsel was denied but Hulk’s shot beat Reina at his near post and struck the 
woodwork before squirming across the face of goal. 
Having weathered the storm, the Reds continued to threaten on the counter-
attack and five minutes before the break a glorious chance went begging. 
Allen’s deflected cross was cleared by Akleksandr Anyukov but only as far as 
Sterling. The teenage winger picked out Suarez inside the six-yard box but his 
first-time flick flew agonisingly wide. Suarez couldn’t disguise his disgust with 
himself and it would prove costly. Glen Johnson’s standards slipped in the defeat 
to West Brom but the full-back was much improved against Zenit.. 
Four minutes into the second half Johnson picked up possession close to halfway 
and drove forward. He cruised past a couple of half-hearted challenges and into 
the box but keeper Malafeev raced out to narrow the angle and made the block. 
As the quality of their passing improved, Liverpool’s grip on the contest appeared 
to be tightening. Suarez worked tirelessly leading the line, keeping centre-backs 
Lombaerts and Neto busy and bringing team-mates into play. 
A slick and sweeping move involving Suarez, Gerrard and Downing ended with 
Suarez’s right-footed curler drifting just past the post. 
Zenit’s threat had diminished considerably but Hulk provided the inspiration with 
an unstoppable 69th minute opener. The former Porto frontman picked up 
possession 25 yards out and unleashed a swerving drive into the top corner. That 
strike dashed Reina’s hopes of equalling Ray Clemence’s club record of 39 clean  

sheets in Europe. Energised by the breakthrough, Zenit doubled their tally just 
three minutes later. The first goal may have been down to a piece of individual 
brilliance but the second was just rank bad defending. Anyukov was allowed to 
cross from the right and Semak stole in unmarked at the back post to tuck it past 
Reina. Suddenly, Liverpool were on the ropes and Rodgers responded by taking 
off Sterling and introducing Lucas in a bid to add some solidity in midfield. The 
Reds could have halved the deficit late on but Suarez’s free-kick was turned away 
by Malafeev. Hope remains but it’s a long way back from here. 
Zenit St Petersburg (4-3-3): Malafeev, Anyukov, Lombaerts, Neto, Hubocan, 
Witsel, Denisov, Shirokov, Hulk, Kerzhakov (Fayzulin 82), Danny (Semak 54). Not 
used: Zhevnov, Rodic, Lukovic, Evseev, Djordjevic. 
Liverpool (4-2-3-1): Reina, Johnson, Skrtel, Carragher, Enrique, Allen, Henderson, 
Gerrard, Downing, Sterling (Lucas 78), Suarez. Not used: Jones, Coates, Lucas, 
Borini, Shelvey, Suso, Wisdom. 
Referee: Carlos Carballo 
Attendance: 21,000 Goals: Hulk 69, Semak 72. Bookings: Skrtel, Hubocan. 

 
Reds' Europa League hopes take a blow in Russia 
Liverpool conceded two goals in less than three minutes to Zenit St Petersburg to 
leave their Europa League campaign hanging in the balance. 
Despite having failed to properly test goalkeeper Vyacheslav Malafeev with a 
number of chances the Reds seemed to be managing to hold on in their last-32 
Europa League first-leg tie in the sub-zero Petrovsky Stadium. 
But with 20 minutes remaining Hulk powered home a brilliant 30-yard strike 
before substitute Sergei Semak converted from close-range moments later. 
Liverpool - and in particular top scorer Luis Suarez - will have to rediscover their 
shooting boots for the return leg next week otherwise their last chance of a 
trophy this season will be lost. 
Manager Brendan Rodgers insisted he planned to give this competition due 
significance once they were into the knockout stage but an unexpected FA Cup 
exit to Oldham and a failure to pick up the pace in the Premier League made it 
seem even more important.  
For that reason he selected virtually a full-strength side with captain Steven 
Gerrard starting his first away game in Europe this season. 
Concern had been expressed before the match about possible racist abuse 
targeting Liverpool’s black players - of which Glen Johnson and Raheem Sterling 
were included in the starting line-up - but the Zenit fans, in fact, contributed 
plenty to generating a good atmosphere. 
There were unconfirmed reports of isolated monkey chants at pitch level but 
nothing which was audible up in the stands. 
The Russian champions fed off the fervour of their fans and displayed a sharpness 
which defied their two months without a competitive match as both striker 
Alexander Kerzhakov and Hulk, the latter from distance, were denied early on by 
Jose Reina. 
In between Suarez responded by turning Nicolas Lombaerts and rolling a shot past 
goalkeeper Malafeev and across goal but wide of the far post. 
The Belgian defender was not having the best of nights as he then inexplicably 
passed the ball to Suarez who drove into the area, rounded Malafeev but was 
denied from a narrow angle as Lombaerts recovered to block. 
However, Liverpool, in trying to play a cagey European-style game, sank further 
back into their own half and it only served to invite on the hosts who saw Danny’s 
header easily saved and Hulk hit the post. 
The Reds’ attacking was sporadic at best on a pitch cutting up badly but five 
minutes before half-time Suarez almost pinched a cheeky goal when the Zenit 
defence got themselves in a mess and Suarez backheeled Sterling’s low cross just 
wide. 
Johnson had a shot blocked by Malafeev after a long, driving run early in the 
second half while Suarez fired wide again as Liverpool could not find a clinical 
edge inside the penalty area.It was a failing which cost them dearly on Monday as 
they were caught cold by West Brom, who scored twice late on at Anfield. 
While they had not had the same dominance as they enjoyed against the Baggies 
they were not exactly in trouble - and that was when they were exposed. 
With 20 minutes to go Jordan Henderson was dispossessed and Hulk, who had 
previously threatened without being worryingly dangerous, smashed one in to 
give Reina no chance. 
But the defending for the second goal less than three minutes later raised plenty 
of questions as right-back Alexander Anyukov’s low cross was drilled home at the 
far post by Semak. 
Gerrard’s free-kick forced a low save from Malafeev but no-one was on hand to 
capitalise on the rebound but Liverpool appeared to still be going backwards 
rather than forwards. 
It encouraged Zenit to go for what would surely have been the killer third and 
Viktor Fayzulin saw his long-range effort deflected narrowly wide. 
Liverpool will require a much-improved performance in a week’s time if they are 
to turn around the deficit and keep their quest for silverware alive. 
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Liverpool paid for wasted chances as goals from Hulk and Sergei Semak gave Zenit 
St Petersburg a lead in the first leg of their Europa League tie. 
Luis Suarez was guilty of several misses including a shot from five yards out and a 
curling effort just wide. 
Hulk had already hit the post in the first half but smacked in a swerving shot after 
70 minutes. 
And two minutes later Semak tucked in at the back post to give Liverpool an uphill 
task in the second leg. 
Suarez, who is Liverpool's top scorer this season, also failed to test the Zenit 
keeper despite being clean through, and shot wide with two other chances. 
It was far from one-way traffic, though, with Pepe Reina having to make several 
early saves. 
The result was perhaps harsh on Liverpool in front of a fiercely vocal and partisan 
crowd, which Reds manager Brendan Rodgers praised as wonderful. 
The game's narrative had a certain familiarity to it, coming three days after a 2-0 
defeat by West Brom in which the Baggies grabbed two late goals. 
Like that Premier League match, Liverpool were without the cup-tied Daniel 
Sturridge. On this occasion it was Hulk, rather than Romelu Lukaku, who showed 
Suarez how to finish with a smartly taken goal. 
The Brazilian striker, who has struggled since his £32m transfer from Porto in 
September, tormented Liverpool in an entertaining opening 15 minutes which 
featured plenty of chances for both teams - despite the sub-zero temperatures. 
First, Hulk crossed for Aleksandr Kerzhakov and then took a left-footed shot 
himself, with Reina saving well on both occasions. 
In between those opportunities, Suarez had fired wide after breaking free but he 
should have given Liverpool the lead when he intercepted Nicolas Lombaerts's 
pass in the Russian defender's half, but over-ran the ball when attempting to take 
it around the keeper Vyacheslav Malafeev. 
There were further shaky moments for both defences before the first half was 
done. Hulk's shot slipped through Reina's grasp and hit the post, while Suarez 
missed the target from five yards out after Raheem Sterling had gathered Joe 
Allen's floated cross. 
The tricky pitch hardly helped matters, and Allen - recalled to the side in place of 
Lucas - struggled to control and distribute the ball in his customary fashion. 
With opportunities blundered, there was a real danger for Liverpool that, having 
been made to pay for similar wastefulness on several occasions this season, they 
might suffer again. 
That feeling grew early in the second half when, first, Glen Johnson made a 
barnstorming run from his own half only to be denied by Malafeev and then 
Suarez missed the target once more when he tried to curl his shot into the corner 
from the edge of the box. 
And so it came to pass after 70 minutes. Jordan Henderson lost possession and 
when the ball was fed to Hulk he advanced on goal before cracking a shot into the 
top corner from the edge of the box. 
Two minutes later, Martin Skrtel failed to clear Aleksandr Anyukov's cross from 
the right and Johnson was nowhere to be seen as substitute Semak converted at 
the back post. 
Suarez tested Malafeev once more with a free-kick from the edge of the box, but 
despite creating so much, Liverpool again lacked a killer instinct. 
 

 
 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/21462715
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/21318809
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/21318809
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90:00+2:10Full time The referee signals the end of the game. 
90:00+1:21 Short corner worked by Axel Witsel. 
88:20 Foul by Viktor Faitzulin on Sanchez Jose Enrique, free kick awarded. Direct free 
kick taken by Sanchez Jose Enrique. 
85:37 Givaldinho Hulk takes a short corner. 
83:08 Shot comes in from Luis Suarez from the free kick, save by Viacheslav Malafeev. 
83:08Booking Carlos Luis Neto shown a yellow card. 
82:29 Carlos Luis Neto concedes a free kick for a foul on Luis Suarez. 
81:53 Corner from the right by-line taken by Stewart Downing, save by Viacheslav 
Malafeev. 
81:36Substitution SubstitutionViktor Faitzulin joins the action as a substitute, replacing 
Alexander Kerzhakov. 
77:21Substitution SubstitutionRaheem Sterling leaves the field to be replaced by Leiva 
Lucas. 
74:40 Givaldinho Hulk decides to take the corner short. 
74:18 Givaldinho Hulk takes a inswinging corner from the right by-line to the near post, 
clearance made by Jamie Carragher. 
71:34 The assist for the goal came from Roman Shirokov. 
71:34Goal scored Goal - Sergei Semak - Zenit St P 2 - 0 LiverpoolSergei Semak finds the 
back of the net with a goal from close range high into the middle of the goal. Zenit St 
Petersburg 2-0 Liverpool. 
69:02Goal scored Goal - Givaldinho Hulk - Zenit St P 1 - 0 LiverpoolGivaldinho Hulk gets 
on the score sheet with a brilliant goal from outside the penalty area to the top left 
corner of the goal. Zenit St Petersburg 1-0 Liverpool. 
65:14 Stewart Downing takes a inswinging corner from the right by-line to the near post, 
clearance by Carlos Luis Neto. 
63:29 Roman Shirokov concedes a free kick for a foul on Stewart Downing. Jamie 
Carragher restarts play with the free kick. 
59:49 Luis Suarez has an effort at goal from just outside the box which goes wide of the 
right-hand upright. 
58:58 Martin Skrtel restarts play with the free kick. 
58:58Booking Tomas Hubocan is shown a yellow card for unsporting behaviour. 
58:31 Foul by Tomas Hubocan on Steven Gerrard, free kick awarded. 
58:00 Aleksandr Aniukov challenges Raheem Sterling unfairly and gives away a free kick. 
Martin Skrtel takes the free kick. 
53:12Substitution SubstitutionSergei Semak on for Miguel Danny. 
52:56 Shot by Axel Witsel from a long way out goes over the net. 
51:25 Foul by Nicolas Lombaerts on Stewart Downing, free kick awarded. Steven 
Gerrard crosses the ball from the free kick right-footed from right wing, Roman Shirokov 
makes a clearance. 
49:09 Corner taken by Stewart Downing from the left by-line played to the near post, 
Nicolas Lombaerts makes a clearance. 
48:36 Glen Johnson takes a shot. Save made by Viacheslav Malafeev. 
46:51 The referee blows for offside against Raheem Sterling. Free kick taken by Carlos 
Luis Neto. 
45:01 The match restarts for the second half. 
45:00+2:06Half time The referee calls an end to the first half. 
45:00+1:42 Free kick awarded for a foul by Luis Suarez on Axel Witsel. Axel Witsel takes 
the free kick. 
45:00+1:12 Givaldinho Hulk takes a shot from 30 yards. Comfortable save by Jose Reina. 
44:38 Luis Suarez challenges Carlos Luis Neto unfairly and gives away a free kick. Direct 
free kick taken by Carlos Luis Neto. 
44:09 Stewart Downing has an effort at goal from outside the box which misses left. 
41:27 Jordan Henderson gives away a free kick for an unfair challenge on Axel Witsel. 
Nicolas Lombaerts restarts play with the free kick. 
40:06 Axel Witsel gives away a free kick for an unfair challenge on Sanchez Jose Enrique. 
Sanchez Jose Enrique takes the direct free kick. 
39:35 Glen Johnson has an effort at goal from close range which goes wide left of the 
target. 
38:22 The ball is sent over by Carlos Luis Neto, Jose Reina makes a comfortable save. 
37:01 Sanchez Jose Enrique fouled by Axel Witsel, the ref awards a free kick. Sanchez 
Jose Enrique takes the free kick. 
27:17 Axel Witsel takes a shot. Save made by Jose Reina. 
26:49 Axel Witsel takes a shot. Save made by Jose Reina. 
24:27 The referee blows for offside against Luis Suarez. Igor Denisov restarts play with 
the free kick. 
23:44 Luis Suarez gives away a free kick for an unfair challenge on Aleksandr Aniukov. 
Viacheslav Malafeev takes the free kick. 
22:31 Martin Skrtel challenges Axel Witsel unfairly and gives away a free kick. Direct free 
kick taken by Axel Witsel. 
21:10 Steven Gerrard takes the inswinging corner, Foul by Martin Skrtel on Tomas 
Hubocan, free kick awarded. Viacheslav Malafeev restarts play with the free kick. 
18:38 The ball is sent over by Givaldinho Hulk, Jordan Henderson manages to make a 
clearance. 
18:00 Givaldinho Hulk takes a outswinging corner to the near post, clearance made by 
Stewart Downing. 
16:10 Free kick taken by Igor Denisov. 
16:10Booking Martin Skrtel shown a yellow card. 
16:02 Foul by Martin Skrtel on Roman Shirokov, free kick awarded. 
11:56 Nicolas Lombaerts challenges Jordan Henderson unfairly and gives away a free 
kick. Free kick crossed by Steven Gerrard. 
8:43 Givaldinho Hulk challenges Sanchez Jose Enrique unfairly and gives away a free 
kick. Sanchez Jose Enrique restarts play with the free kick. 
5:39 The offside flag is raised against Luis Suarez. Aleksandr Aniukov takes the direct 
free kick. 

 
 
4:52 Short corner taken by Aleksandr Aniukov. 
4:29 Givaldinho Hulk takes a shot. Save by Jose Reina. 
2:40 Luis Suarez is flagged offside by the assistant referee. Nicolas Lombaerts takes the 
direct free kick. 
1:59 Luis Suarez has an effort at goal from deep inside the area missing to the right of 
the goal. 
1:02 Alexander Kerzhakov takes a shot. Save made by Jose Reina. 
0:34 Short corner worked by Givaldinho Hulk. 
0:00 The game kicks-off. 

 


